The zinc/bromine (Zn/Br2) flow battery has received considerable interest in recent years as a durable, rechargeable storage battery for applications such as vehicle propulsion and leveling of peak electricity usage. Several companies are developing this battery by building and testing various designs (1) . A mathematical model of a single cell of one of these designs is presented, and it is hoped that the model will reduce the costs associated with developing the Zn/Br2 battery.
The model is an extension of that presented by Mader and White (2) and can be used to predict the round trip energy efficiency of the cell. The extensions include a porous layer on the bromine electrode and the ability to *Electrochemical Society Student Member. **Electrochemical Society Active Member. predict the performance of the cell during discharge. Predictions for both charge and discharge modes can be made for both constant cell potential and constant current conditions.
Other models (3) (4) (5) (6) of the Zn/Br~ fl0w cell have been presented but are of limited utility for one reason or another. For example, Lee and Selman (3, 4) presented models of the Zn/Br2 cell which were developed primarily to study the effect of terminal tab location on the current distribution along the electrodes and to study the growth of dendrites due to the uneven plating of zinc. Consequently, their model cannot be used to account for a porous layer on the bromine electrode nor predict round trip energy efficiencies. Van Zee et al. (5) presented a simple Zn/Br~ battery model, but their model does not have the capability of predicting product con-versions, which is a necessary feature to follow the stateof-charge of the cell. Fedkiw and Watts (6) developed a comprehensive mathematical model for the iron/chromium (Fe/Cr) redox cell (7) which is similar to some Zn/Br2 cell designs (1) but not the one presented here.
Model Development
The model presented here is an extension of the model of a single Zn/Br2 flow cell on charge published earlier by Mader and White (2) . This extension includes using a thin porous electrode as the bromine electrode, as shown schematically in Fig. 1 . The assumptions and equations used by Mader and White (2) are the same as before. The additional assumptions and descriptive equations for the porous electrode are presented next.
Assumptions.--The following additional assumptions were made in the development of the equations for the porous electrode region of the model. It is assumed that species can only diffuse and migrate into and out of the porous region (i.e., no convective transport exists within the porous electrode). This assumption seems reasonable as long as the thickness of the porous electrode (S~E) is much less than the channel gap (SA). Next, it is assumed that the homogeneous complexation reaction producing tribromide occurring in the electrolyte bulk also occurs in the electrolyte contained within the pores of the porous electrode and is in equilibrium throughout, as it is in the bulk. Also, it is assumed that there is no potential drop in the solid phase of the porous electrode. Lastly, the electrochemical reaction within the porous region is assumed to be represented by a pseudohomogeneous reaction rate expression based on the Butler-Volmer equation.
Governing equations.--The cell illustrated in Fig. 1 can be divided into four regions --two electrolyte flow channels of width SA, a separator of width Ss, and a porous electrode of width SpE. The governing equations for the flow channels and the separator are the electroneutrality condition, and the steady-state material balance equations for each species, as presented earlier by Mader and White (2) . The equations pertaining only to the porous electrode region are the electroneutrality condition and a modified material balance equation for each species, as discussed next.
The electroneutrality condition
ensures that positive and negative charges balance at every point in the electrolyte. The steady-state material bal- -V-Nl + Ri = 0 (i = Br3-) [3] V. NL = 0 (i = Na +, Zn ~+) [4] where N i = -Dl.e.PEVCi -Z i ~ FCiVCP [5] It should be mentioned here that Eq.
[1]- [5] are presented in vector notation for convenience. The actual equations solved include gradients in the y direction only since the one-step model approach (2, 8) is used here. The R~ term in Eq. [2] and [3] represents the rate of production of species i by homogeneous reaction and R'i in Eq. [2] represents the rate of production of species i by pseudohomogeneous electrochemical reaction in the porous electrode, as discussed further below. The diffusion coefficient for species i in Eq. [5] is an effective diffusion coefficient and is defined here as Dl Di,e,eE =
[6] Nm,PE where N~.pE is the MacMullin number for the porous electrode. This concept of a MacMullin number for the porous electrode is similar to that proposed earlier by Caldwell et al. (9) , as discussed further by Poush et al. (10) and Van Zee (11), for a nonconductive porous media. The N~.pE concept is appealing because of its definition T N~.pE - [7] E where 9 and v are the porosity and tortuosity of the porous electrode, respectively. Unfortunately, it is unlikely that Nm.pE can be determined directly by measuring the resistivity of the porous electrode saturated with electrolyte because of the electrochemical reactions that would Occur.
Equations [2] and [3] (the three governing equations for Car-, CBr~, and CBr~-) can be simplified by recognizing that RBr-= Rat2 = --RBr3-when the homogeneous complexation reaction between Br-, Br2, and Br~-is assumed to be at equilibrium. Adding Eq. [2] and [3] to eliminate Ri
yields V" NBr-+ V 9 Narz--R'Br-= 0 [9] V " Ns~ + V. NBr3---R'Brz = 0 [10] The third equation needed is the equilibrium expression
where the equilibrium constant is given by Eigen and Kustin (12) . Equations [1] , [4] , [9] , [10] , and [11] are the six governing equations for the six unknowns, c~ and r in the porous electrode: By converting to dimensionless variables = y/S [12] Ol = ci/ci.ref [13] the divergence of the flux of species i, V-Ni, in Eq. [4] , [9] , and [10] can be rewritten approximately as
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The gradients of 0, and ~ in the axial (or flow) direction on the right-hand side of Eq. [14] have been omitted because when the aspect ratio (a = S/L) is small as it is here, the diffusion and migration terms of the flux expression in the axial direction are negligible relative to the radial (or normal to flow) diffusion and migration terms as demonstrated by Nguyen et al. (13) .
The production rate of species i due to all of the electrochemical reactions that it may be involved in within the porous electrode (R'0 is given by asij jj R'i = -. n~F [15] where a is the specific electroactive surface area of the porous material and jj is the current density due to electrochemical reaction j based on the electroactive surface area within the porous electrode. The Butler-Volmer equation is used to determine jj
where 0~ is the dimensionless local surface concentration and ~ is the total local overpotential which is defined as
The open-circuit potential, U~,ra, in Eq.. [17] is given by : \ do/ It should be noted that both 0~ and ap in Eq. [16] and [17] depend on y within the porous layer. In addition, it is assumed that 0~ and 4p are eoual to their local bulk solution values within the solution in a pore (i.e., no mass transfer limitations exist within a pore).
Boundary conditions.--To complete the system of equations for the porous electrode region, the boundary conditions must be specified. The porous electrode is bounded by a conductive backing plate (i.e., current collector) on one face (y = 0) and by the electrolyte flowing in the channel on the other (y = Se~). At both boundaries the electroneutrality condition, Eq. [1] , holds. At the backing plate the flux of each species is zero at y = 0 Nn~ = 0 [19] and at the porous electrode/electrolyte interface the flux of each species is continuous at y = Sps Nni,PE = N.i.~ [20] Expanding Eq. [20] with the flux terms in Eq. [5] and using dimensionless quantities yields at y = S~ where 00i/0~ and 0q~/0~ are determined at the interface but evaluated wholly within the region of their respective subscript.
The dimensionless governing equations and boundary conditions for all regions of the cell are summarized in Table I (2, 14) .
Parameters.--The model requires values for fixed parameters of the cell and for the independently adjustable 
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parameters. Fixed parameter values used for the Zn/Br2 cell model here appear in Table II . As in Mader's work (14) the design parameters are set to the Exxon design (5, 15, 16) . The reference concentrations, listed in Table  II , were chosen based on 50% Zn 2+ deposition so as to promote their use for both charge and discharge calculations. Note that the reference concentrations and feed concentrations (c,,,~f and C~,feed) are electrically neutral and that the species Br-, Br~, and Brs are in equilibrium according to Eq.
[1I]. The exchange current densities, ioj,ra, and local open-circuit potentials, Uj,,-ef, are the values from Ref. (2) and (14) See Ref. (18, 22, 23) ; D8~37 assumed equal to DB~2. h At initial charging conditions, the feed to each channel is assumed to be the same, for convenience. For initial discharge the feed to each channel is the outlet composition after reaching about 60% zinc plated on charge. [23] where C{ajSij ---
PiJ nj
Equations [22] and [23] follow from Eq. [18] and [16] , respectively. Note that in Table II the values for Uj,~f are relative to the Zn electrode at Mader and White's (2) reference conditions. In order to confirm the lack of dependence on the choice of the reference electrode the Uj.~ef were also calculated relative to a hypothetical hydrogen electrode (not shown in Table II ) and used in the model. The results using either set of U~.~f were identical.
The input variables to the model include the length of the electrode (L), the average velocity of the electrolyte (v~g), the flow channel width (SA), the MacMullin number of the separator material (Nm), the thickness of the separator (Ss), the MacMullin number of the porous electrode (N~.pE), the thickness of the porous electrode (SpE), the specific active surface area (a) of the porous electrode, and either the applied cell potential (Ecell = VpE --Vc on charge and Er = VpE -Va on discharge) or the cell current density (i~). The cell current density is given at the porous electrode/electrolyte interface (i.e., at y = SpE) by in = F ~ ziNi [25] i It was determined in Mader's work that only four parameters are independently adjustable in his model: the residence time of electrolyte in the cell (L/vavg), the flow channel width (SA), the effective separator thickness (NmSs), and the cell potential (ECe~). We found in'this work that there exists seven independently adjustable parameters: L/vavg, SA, NmSs, the cell potential or current density (EceH or in), the porous electrode thickness (SpE), the MacMullin number of the porous electrode (Nm.pE), and the specific surface area (a).
Here, the effect of the porous electrode on cell performance and the round trip energy efficiency is of major interest. The parameters L, vavg, SA, Ss, and Nm are held fixed at values used extensively in Mader's work and are values to be expected in a typical Zn/Br2 flow cell. The specific surface area of the porous electrode material (a) is also held fixed at 25.0 cm -1. Note that a is lumped with the exchange current density in the electrochemical reaction rate expression for the porous electrode (see Eq.
[15] and [16] ), and it is really their product (aioj.ref) which is held fixed here. The electrode thickness, SpE, is varied from 0.005 to 0.05 cm and Nm.pE is varied from 2.0 to 10.0. These ranges seem to encompass values used in industry (17) . However, it should be noted that large values of SpE, for example SpE = 0.05 cm, may be too large relative to the flow channel gap, SA = 0.065 cm, for the assumption of negligible convection in the porous layer to apply.
Implementation of discharge calculations.--The model is used to generate predictions for discharge at constant cell potential and for discharge at constant current density. These two cases are commonly investigated in the literature and represent the two extremes between which discharge occurs in practice. Perhaps discharge at constant external resistance (load) is more appropriate, but this introduces another equation and unknown into the model.
Predictions for discharge at constant cell potential are obtained by changing the cell potential and feed concentration inputs to the model. The cell potential must be set to a value less than the open-circuit potential. The feed concentrations are set to those concentrations existing after reaching a full state-of-charge. Here, the feed concentrations for discharge are the differing exit concentrations in each channel of the cell after reaching about 60% Zn 2+ plated on charge. For the case with no porous layer, the model by Mader and White (2) could also be used to generate predictions for discharge at constant cell potential given the appropriate inputs.
Predictions for discharge at constant current density are more difficult to obtain. Cell potential (Ecen) is not an explicit function of current density (in) as evidenced by the Butler-Volmer equation. Hence, an iterative procedure must be used to determine Eeen given in. Here Ecell is treated as an additional unknown, and Eq. [25] is added to the set of equations. The iterative solution procedure used, described next, then solves for Ecru along with c~ and r
Method of Solution
The equations describing each region of the Zn/Br2 cell and the appropriate boundary conditions were solved using Newman's method (18) for the concentration and potential distributions. The one-step model was used here since Mader and White (2) showed that predictions using the two-dimensional model are not significantly different from those of the one-dimensional model for low conversions per pass. The one-dimensional model is appealing because the computation time required is much less than that required for the two-dimensional model (which can be up to 100 times greater). The solution procedure is described by White et al. (19) and Mader et al. (8) . A material balance closure for each species, as given by Mader (14) , is done to ensure that the current densities predicted by the model are consistent with the predicted average exit concentrations. Material balance closure was obtained for all cases presented here.
Results and Discussion
Concentration and potential distributions as functions of state-of-charge are used to analyze the Zn/Br2 cell model. Performance criteria of interest in the design of this cell have been specified by Mader and White (2) and are used here. First the performance of the cell during charge as a function of the porous electrode parameters is investigated. Second, cell performance during discharge as a function of porous electrode thickness is presented for two cases, one at constant cell potential and the other at constant current density. Third, concentration and potential distributions for charge and discharge are presented and discussed. Lastly, predicted round trip energy efficiencies for charge/discharge cycles of the Zn/Br~ cell are presented. (15) suggests that a convenient parameter to track is the amount of Zn 2+ which has been consumed and plated on the zinc electrode. The % Zn 2 § plated is calculated according to Mader and White's (2) definition. Due to the large amount of computer time needed to run consecutive steady-state cases, most studies in the charge mode were limited to 35% Zn 2+ plated although Bellows (15) reports thesystem is fully charged when approximately 70% of the Zn 2~ ions are plated.
Following states-of-charge.--The
In order to propagate the state-of-charge, consecutive steady-state cases are used. That is, the average exit concentrations of the species in both channels for a particular run (state-of-charge) are used as the feed concentrations for the next run. We assume here that the composition exiting the cell at any state-of-charge will eventually be duplicated in the storage tanks and thus in the feed to the anolyte and catholyte channels since the composition of electrolyte is assumed to change slowly under pseudo steady-state conditions. The feed composition of each channel will change independently because the anolyte and catholyte are stored in separate tanks. It should be mentioned that only the feed concentrationsl (CL.~d) are changed to follow state-of-charge. The reference concentrations (C~.~ef) are held fixed throughout all states-of-charge, and thus the exchange current densi~ ties (ioj,~f) and reference potentials (Uj.r~f) are fixed at the values reported in Table II . Although the assumptions of pseudo steady-state operation and that the exit composi: tion at one state-of-charge is the feed composition to a future state-of-charge are valid only for low conversion per pass, these assumptions at least provide a rough estimate of cell performance as a function of state-of-charge. A time-dependent model could be prepared to determine the validity of this pseudo steady-state assumption. Figures 2 and 3 show the effect of porous electrode parameters on total cell energy efficiency (eT) during charge. The cases studied for the charge mode include three porous electrode thicknesses and three MacMullin numbers for the porous electrode. The parameters L/v~, SA, and NmSs are held fixed in this work since only the effects of porous electrode parameters are of primary interest. The residence time of the electrolyte in the cell (L/v~g) is 15s, the flow channel width (SA) is 0.065 cm, and the effective separator thickness (NmSs) is 0.18 cm. These values are used extensively in Mader's work (14) and are values to be expected in a typical Zn/Br2 flow battery. The cell potential, E~, is held fixed at 1.9V to parallel Mader's work (14) . Figure 2 illustrates the predicted effect of the thickness of the porous electrode (SpE) on total cell energy efficiency (er) during charge. The curves in Fig. 2 slope upward, reach a maximum, then slope downward. This shape is seen in similar plots in Mader and White's work (2) and is attributed to the changing reactant concentra- tions as the state-of-charge changes. Note that as SpE is increased the efficiency increases as well. This result was expected because the greater the thickness of the electrode the greater amount of surface area is available for electrochemical reaction when conditions are kinetically controlled as is the case here. This finding that the electrochemical reaction rate is limited by the electrode kinetics rather than by the transport of species to the reactive surfaces is discussed later. The thickness used for the porous electrode in the model must be limited because as Sp~ approaches SA, convection through the porous electrode and hence pressure differentials would become important and the assumption that these contributions to transport are negligible would be invalid. Figure 2 demonstrates a much improved predicted efficiency when using a porous electrode as opposed to a flat plate electrodeused in earlier work (2). Comparing Fig. 2 with Fig. 6 of Mader and White (2) an improvement in efficiency of at least 10% is realized at any given state-ofcharge. Also note that '.the maximum efficiency is reached at a later state-of-d~arge with the porous electrode. This shift of the maximum toward the midpoint of the charge/discharge cycle may be considered as an improvement in the efficiency distribution during charge. Figure 3 shows the predicted effect of Nm.pE on cell efficiency. The shapes of the curves are similar to those in Fig. 2 and for the same reasons. Nm.pE exhibits relatively little effect on efficiency even at a relatively large value of Sp~ where its effect becomes more pronounced. As will be discussed later, concentration gradients within the porous electrode are small. Diffusion and migration of species into the porous electrode play a minor role in the cell operation under the conditions considered here and hence the effective diffusivity (Di/Nm.PE) and thus the MacMullin number does not have a significant effect on 
Model predictions at various states-of-charge.-

Model predictions at various states-of-discharge.--Cell
performance is investigated here for discharge at constant cell potential and discharge at constant current density. Note that only the charge mode at constant cell potential was considered in the previous section even though the model could be used to generate predictions for a constant current density charge. For discharge, changes in the state-of-charge are followed by tracking the percent Zn 2+ ions in solution (= 100%-% Zn 2+ plated).
Consider first discharge at constant cell potential. Figure 4 is analogous to Fig. 2 and presents cell efficiency as a function of the state-of-charge. The curves reach maxima and minima due to the changing electrolyte compositions as the state-of-charge changes and due to the competing electrochemical reactions at the zinc electrode. Also, lower efficiencies are obtained for thinner porous electrodes, as is expected. Figure 5 illustrates how the current density changes throughout the discharge. The current density decreases as the cell is discharged due to depletion of reactants. Note that the model predicts this decrease to be almost linear.
Consider next discharge at constant current density. Figure 6 , analogous to Fig. 2 and 4 , shows that efficiency decreases as the porous electrode thickness is decreased. Again, the shape of the curves is attributed to the changing concentrations and competing reactions at the zinc electrode. Figure 7 illustrates the drop in cell potential during discharge at constant current density. The model predicts the =cell potential to drop almost linearly for some time until approaching full discharge at which point the cell potential drops off dramatically. This ending behavior is due to the depletion of bromine in the porous electrode which gives rise to a concentration overpotential thus decreasing the cell potential. 
. Cell potential during discharge at constant current density
The reader is cautioned not to compare the constant cell potential and constant current density discharge cases. These are two Separate cases, commonly studied because of ease and because they represent two extreme cases, with no common basis for comparison. As mentioned earlier, discharge at constant external load is perhaps more appropriate to consider. It should be mentioned that the initial current densities from the runs at constant cell potential were used as the current densities for the runs at constant current density. Note that the curves for each SpE value in Fig. 6 begin at the same efficiencies as the two curves in Fig. 4 .
In addition, it is worth noting that some researchers have suggested that the corrosion of zinc by bromine Zn(s) + Br2(aq)---, Zn2 § + 2Br-(aq) [26] occurs at the zinc electrode and that this reaction is independent of potential. This reaction does not take place during charge because the zinc is cathodically protected; the bromine reduction reaction depends on potential and competes with the zinc deposition reaction as illustrated in Fig. 1 . During discharge, the bromine reaction is a reduction reaction, whereas zinc is oxidized, and the rates of both reactions depend upon potential.
Concentration and potential profiles.--Concentration
and potential ~rofiles for both charge and discharge modes of the Zn/Br2 cell are shown in Fig. 8-10 . These profiles are those predicted at a state-of-charge of about 35% Zn 2+ plated which is approximately the halfway mark between the initial charge and discharge conditions used here. Note in Fig. 8 and 9 the portions of the concentration profiles within the porous electrode region. These portions are almost straight horizontal lines indicating no significant resistance to diffusion and migration of species into and out of the porous electrode. Thus, within the porous electrode the reaction rate is kineti- cally controlled rather than diffusion controlled. Under these conditions the optimal thickness of the porous electrode is the thickest possible. Since the reaction rate is kinetically controlled a thicker porous electrode offers greater surface area hence more reaction. The greater amount of reaction at the porous bromine electrode requires a greater amount of reaction at the zinc electrode. The zinc reaction accommodates this increase to a greater extent than does the parasitic bromine reaction (because the exchange current density for the zinc reaction is several orders of magnitude larger than that for the bromine reaction), and hence an increase in coulombic efficiency is realized. These results were shown earlier in Fig. 2 . However, a trade off exists between increasing coulombic efficiency and decreasing voltaic efficiency as the porous electrode thickness is increased. As the porous electrode thickness is increased the volume of electrolyte in the pores increases, hence there is an increase in resistance to current flow and a corresponding decrease in voltaic efficiency.
The transport controlled problem in the porous electrode may be investigated by changing the kinetic parameters or the specific surface area (a). The kinetic parameter values used here, listed in Table II , are those obtained from Mader's work (14) . These values were determined by trial and error so as to give predictions comparable to experimental data reported in the literature. Note that these exchange current densities are an order of magnitude smaller than those reported earlier (20) . Small exchange current densities lead to small electrochemical reaction rates and hence a kinetically controlled reaction rate. Changing the kinetic parameters or the specific surface area so as to obtain a transport limited design and still obtain predictions comparable to The remaining portions of the concentration profiles in Fig. 8 and 9 exhibit several features. First, the concentration gradients are seen to be rather large in the flow channels. This result indicates that the assumption of constant electrolyte composition in the flow channels used in some models (3-5) may be inappropriate. Also, the profiles are fairly linear in the separator region. Such linear profiles are often assumed to be valid and used in the separator regions of cell models. Finally, the reaction rate at the zinc electrode appears to be transport limited on charge as evidenced by the rather steep concentration gradient for Zn 2+ in the vicinity of the electrode surface in Fig. 8 .
In Fig. 10 the potential profiles for charge and discharge are seen to mirror each other, as expected. The IR-drop in the cell for a given state-of-charge and mode of operation is equal to the drop in dp from the current collector/porous electrode interface to the flat plate zinc electrode.
Round trip energy efficiency.--An effective measure of battery performance is its round trip energy efficiency (RTEE). This quantity is simply the ratio of energy drained from the battery (discharge mode) to energy input to the battery (charge mode) for a given cycle on a percentage basis. RTEE is obtained from the model predictions here using the following equation
Is sa(IEc~ll)eha~e ds 1 The symbols Sl and s2 represent different states-of-charge (% Zn 2 § plated). The product IEr is a power term (energy per unit time) and changes as the state-of-charge changes. It is assumed in writing Eq. [27] that the residence time for charge is equal to the residence time for discharge so that the result is a ratio of energies. This assumption seems reasonable and at least provides an estimate of RTEE.
Round trip energy efficiencies for four cases investigated here are shown in Table III . These values were calculated by arbitrarily choosing a window in the charge/ 
Conclusions
The Zn/Br2 cell model presented here could be a useful tool for the design of the Zn/Br2 flow battery and could save time, money, and effort if used in place of building Greek and testing many different designs. The model is used to show that an optimal porous electrode thickness should exist for a given set of design criteria. For the kinetically ~aJ controlled reaction rate in the porous bromine electrode e ~r here the largest electrode thickness of those studied was ec the optimum thickness. The model can predict both ~T charge and discharge conditions and provides an esti~v mate of the round trip energy efficiency (RTEE). The predictions suggest that a RTEE of 70% or more should be possible. The model could be extended to include addi-~J tional complexities such as a second bromine-rich phase ~, sometimes called the "red oil" phase.
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